Color Match Your Skin
Youngevity® Mineral Makeup Foundation
Shake out a small amount of mineral makeup onto
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dusting of the Mineral Makeup to your jaw line.
You should not be able to tell the difference
between your skin and the makeup. If you can,
choose another color and repeat the process until
you find the perfect match for your skin
tone. You may need to mix two foundation
colors to achieve the perfect match.
Foundation Ingredients: mica, titanium dioxide, iron oxides. May also contain: ultra marine
blue, kaolin, magnesium stearate, rice powder, boron nitrate, magnesium and zinc oxide.

Foundation Colors
Light to Medium Tones
Alluring™ - A pink version of Sensual™

Enticing™ - A pink version of Sophisticated™.

Stunning™ - A pink version of Charming™.

Charming™- A shade for light skin tones.

Sophisticated™- A bisque created for light complexions.

Sensual™- A neutral shade for light complexions.

Foundation Colors
Medium Tones
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complexions.
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Glamorous™ - Perfect for most Caucasians who maintain a
tan, this foundation has a warm bronze base with
complementing red tones.
Gorgeous™ - A medium-dark tone for Latin, Indian,
African-American, Filipino, and Southeast Asian women
that have some pink tones
Exquisite™- A medium-dark caramel toned foundation,
excellent for Indian, Malaysian, Latina, and Thai women.
Seductive™- A foundation with deep caramel and red
tones, this shade falls in the middle of the darker skin tone
range.

Foundation Colors
Medium to Dark Tones
Magnificent™ - A classic latté tone that primarily accentuates red
undertones in African-American skin.
Dazzling™- A classic espresso for dark complexions.
Tantalizing™ - A blend of Captivating™ and Exquisite™
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Vivacious™- For darker skin tones that have more blue or red undertones.
Captivating™- A rich, classic, brown shade. Women
with very dark complexions appreciate its balanced undertones.
Vibrant™ - A warm chocolate created specifically for
African-American skin tones.
Mesmerizing™ - An ebony blend created for dark African American skin.

How to Apply Foundation
Youngevity® Mineral Makeup Foundation
Shake out a small amount of Mineral Makeup
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into the makeup and tap off any excess.
Apply a light dusting of the Mineral Makeup to
your face in a circular motion. Repeat the process
until you achieve the coverage you desire.
You will achieve a smoother, naturally
flawless appearance by applying
several light layers of Mineral
Makeup rather than one heavy one.

